
MSF IDS FAQ 
 
1. What is IDS? 

IDS is a loan Document disclosure system that emails borrowers the legal disclosures required by state 
and federal law in order to complete a Residential Mortgage Loan 
 

2. How do I request an IDS user ID to e-sign LO disclosures and receive important notifications?  
Call your AE and request an IDS Access ID Request Form. Follow the instructions on the form. Form 
should be typed, handwritten forms will not be accepted.  
 

3. Will I receive notifications when the borrower has been sent disclosures and signs disclosures? 
Yes - Our Set Up department will send the loan officer and processor email notification that loan 
disclosures have been emailed out to the borrower.  
If the LO has an IDS user ID (See bullet #2) notifications from IDS will be emailed when the loan is 
disclosed and signed completely by the borrower(s).  Strongly encouraged all Loan Officers have an 
IDS user ID.  
 

4. Who do I contact when I need help with my ID or accessing IDS? 
Please contact ClientAccountSetup@mortgagesolutions.net and CC your AE  

 
5. Who do I contact when my borrower is not receiving disclosures? 

First verify that the email for the borrower is correct (instructions on page 3 of MSF IDS Resource Guide) 
If your attempt to verify the borrower’s email is unsuccessful, reply to the email received from the MSF 
set up team, informing you disclosures were sent. 
 

6. What do I do if my borrower cannot access disclosures?   
See Instructions on page 4 of the MSF IDS Resource Guide “Security questions” 
 

7. Can MSF provide me with a copy of the signed disclosure package?  
 Yes – Borrowers and the LO must E-Sign through the MSF IDS System for MSF to have a copy.  Wet 
 signed disclosures or E-Signed disclosures obtained outside MSF IDS, must be obtained by the business 
 partner directly from the borrower or LO.   

 
8. When can I order an appraisal with borrower funds? 

Once the loan officer has been notified that the borrowers have e-signed MSF disclosures (Intent to 
Proceed) there are two options to check: 

a) Log on to Byte: https://msfbyteweb.msfhome.com/ByteWebPortalSite/ and check the 
Active loan Pipeline, an Intent to Proceed Rec’d date will be entered when confirmed 
signed.  

b)    Contact your  TPO Processor to verify the ITP has been executed  
 

9. What is the email address domain that will send disclosures? 
Mortgage Loan disclosures will be emailed from noreply@idsdoc.com 
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